I. INTRODUCTION
Let F denote a field and let b be a positive integer. A nonempty set C (F')" is said to be an F-linear code of length n over (the extension alphabet) Fb if C is a vector space over F. The codewords of C can be represented as b x n arrays over F, where each entry in the codeword becomes a column in the array. Each such array, in turn, can be transformed in a one-to-one manner into a word of Fnb simply by concatenating the columns of the array. The set of words thus obtained will be denoted by (C)p. Clearly, (C), is a linear code (in the traditional sense) of length nb over F.
Let C be an F-linear code of length n over Fb and let d denote its minimum Hamming distance (measured with respect to the alphabet Fb). Letting dimC denote the dimension of C (or (C)F) as a vector space over F , we denote by k the (rational) quantity (dimC)/b and refer to C as an F-linear [n, k,d
code over Fb. The redundancy of C is defined accordingly by r = n -k. We use the term parity-check matrix (resp., generator matrix) of C to denote the parity check matrix (resp., that each row in a parity-check (resp., generator) matrix of an F-linear [n, k=n-r, r+l] MDS code C over Fb must contain at least k+l (resp., r+1) nonzero entries. We say that a parity-check (resp., generator) matrix of C has lowest density if it meets this lower bound for every row. We call C a lowest-density MDS code if it has a systematic lowest-density parity-check matrix; this is equivalent to requiring that C have a systematic lowest-density generator matrix.
It was also shown in [2] that when F is the binary field IF2
and r > 1, any lowest-density [n, n-r, r+l] MDS code C over Fb must satisfy n 5 rb + 1 . When this bound is met, we say that C is a maximum-length lowest-density MDS code. This work studies a certain class of F-linear codes over Fb whose length is a prime p such that b divides p-1 and their redundancy equals r = ( p -l ) / b . These codes are not always MDS; yet, when they are, then they are also lowest-density MDS. In addition, if F = IF2 and r > 1, then the codes are maximum-length lowest-density MDS.
These codes, which we denote by 2 p (p, r ) , were initially proposed by Zaitsev and Zinov'ev in yet the resulting codes are no longer necessarily MDS. In this work, we identify a range of parameters for which the codes Z p ( P , r ) are provably MDS. We next present a definition of the codes 2,~(p, r ) and then summarize our results, using IFq to denote the finite field with q elements. 
DEFINITION OF THE CODES 2~( p , r )

